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he home front in Britain has an
almost nostalgic feel to it, with
countless films, books and television
programmes that give us a glimpse
into this wartime world. People
are shown struggling on through bombings,
suffering food shortages and living with the
knowledge of the terrible battles going on just
across the Channel, yet there’s also a sense of
communities coming together and a ‘keep calm
and carry on’ attitude.
But how accurate is this portrayal? World War
II may not have reached the shores of Britain in

the same way as it did neighbouring France, but
the threat was still very real in the form of the
Luftwaffe.
In this essential guide, we’ll get to grips with
how the everyday Brit coped with rationing and
air raids, and uncover what it was really like to
live on the home front. How important was ‘Blitz
spirt’ and how did families celebrate Christmas
during a war? Plus, we explore how criminals
took advantage of desperate situations and hear
real stories from those who were evacuated from
their homes and families. We begin over the page
with a Q&A with historian Daniel Todman...
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moved from Britain’s towns and cities to the countryside
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Why was rationing brought in and what unusual foods
did Brits resort to eating to make up for shortages?
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Thriftiness was encouraged: new clothes were out,
sewing and mending were in

49 A wartime Christmas
The festive season felt very different during wartime
– here’s how people celebrated

50 Crime on the home front
Ten ways in which crime flourished on the home front

54 The Blitz
Between 1940 and 1941, Britain suffered terrifying bombing
raids that seemed to have no end in sight...
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A warden gives directions
to a mother and her two
children during a drill in
Southend in 1941. The
threat of a gas attack on
Britain was perceived to
be a very real one
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THE HOME
FRONT
Daniel Todman answers key
questions about life in Britain
during World War II
INTERVIEW BY CHARLOTTE HODGMAN

A: When we talk about the home front,
we tend to have in our minds a clear
division between a fighting front, where
combat and service personnel – mostly
men – fought, and the home front, which
was less militarised. But in reality, the
lines between both fronts were far
more blurry.
One of the things that happens in
Britain during World War II – and
this was typical of a wider European
experience – is that the home front also
becomes a fighting front, exposed to
attacks by air and sea. From 1940, there
was a real perceived threat of invasion,
and an awareness that the so-called
home front could well transform into a
land fighting front.
From an early stage in the war – and
escalating as it goes on – the British
home front was a site of military action
against Germany: bombers were flying
out, and small boats and ships were also
leaving. And then, of course, in 1944,
Britain becomes the major base for D-Day
preparations – shipping both men and
equipment to France. So, this was a time
when the distinction between home and
fighting fronts was much more blurred.
CREDIT INFORMATION HERE

Q: How soon after war broke
out did life start to change
on the home front?
A: In a way, things started to change
before war was even declared. Local
authorities were instructed to spend
28
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money on air raid precautions from 1937,
and that, I think, was the point at which,
for lots of people, war seemed imminent.
Another key moment was in 1938,
during the Munich crisis [after annexing
Austria, Hitler began demanding parts of
Czechoslovakia], when gas masks started
to be issued to the civilian population
and the armed forces were mobilised.
And then there was obviously a moment
after war was actually declared when a
whole new set of restrictions came in.
But there’s no single point where we
suddenly see a transition to a militarised
home front or even a war state – it’s more
a process of escalation, which continues
throughout the conflict. But, for all
that action doesn’t arrive immediately,
for most of the Britain, right from the
start of the conflict, there is a sense that
something feels different.

Q: How did people feel about
Britain entering another
conflict so soon after World
War I, and the associated
restrictions that came with it?
A: Historically, there has always been
resentment against greater controls on
civilian freedoms, and as the war
progressed a sense of resentment did
develop around restrictions on
consumption. But at the same time, this
was a war that enjoyed wide-scale, popular
support. If you compare Britain in 1939 to
Britain in 1914, there’s much less of a
division in World War II about whether
the war should be fought or whether
conscription should be introduced, for
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Q: What do we mean by
‘home front’?

HOME FRONT Q&A
example. In a way, Britain had already
been through the key changes associated
with war a generation before, so found it
much easier to accept a second conflict.
And whatever you think of Neville
Chamberlain’s foreign policy, the way
that Britain went to war between 1937
and 1939 created widespread popular
acceptance that the war was Hitler’s
fault. There was a lot of anger about that
and a unified sense that Nazism was
something that needed to be opposed.

Q: How real was Britain’s
famous ‘Blitz spirit’?
A: It’s important to remember that living
through the Blitz period wasn’t the same
for everybody. For those at the epicentre
of bombing attacks, these were absolutely
terrifying experiences, and any idea that
people got through them simply because
of some sort of resilience or ‘pulling
together’ is nonsense. And for quite a lot
of Britain’s population, air raids were
events that happened to other people,
or something they saw happening on
the skyline; not something that they
experienced first-hand.
For anyone actually experiencing
the aerial attacks, it was often the
practicalities of everyday life that affected
their ability to carry on: the gas stopping,
the electricity being off, being unable to
buy food in what was still a very localised
system of food shopping, for example.

There are cases, particularly in smaller
British cities, where you can see almost
the opposite of Blitz spirit, with large
numbers of people fleeing to escape
the bombing. There was actually a lot
of concern in central government
when this first started to happen, and
it was interpreted as a drop in morale.
But it was pretty soon realised that
such actions weren’t the result of a
breakdown in morale; it was a coping
mechanism. People left because they
wanted to survive.
What you do see in Britain, as in
bombed cities across the world, is that
big cities were incredibly resilient places
and ways were found for resources to
move around them. Even during the
heaviest bombing of the Blitz, city life
kept going. Society’s ability to carry on
is widespread; it’s definitely not just a
British phenomenon.

Q: What impact did the arrival
of American GIs have on
the home front?
A: The arrival of American GIs to Britain
was gradual, with the first US troops
arriving in Northern Ireland in January
1942, not long after the US had entered
the war. More arrived over the course
of 1942, but numbers then dropped
quite sharply because lots of American
troops left for North Africa at the end of
that year. But from the autumn of 1943,

the number of American servicemen
in Britain increased significantly,
particularly in the spring of 1944, and
many became very attached to their local
communities. Over the course of World
War II, Britain actually hosted more than
1.5 million US troops.
Most of what Britons thought or knew
about America was determined from the
movies, and there was something of a
generational divide in how Americans
were perceived. But US troops were very
resource rich, with access to American
consumer goods that were unavailable
to people in Britain. And they were also
paid very well. So it’s not surprising that
American servicemen appealed to many
British women. But at the same time,
there were a whole set of anti-American
prejudices that often saw social exclusion
and condemnation experienced by
women who were seen to be fraternising
with American GIs.

Q: How did Britons react to
the presence of AfricanAmerican servicemen?
A: At this time, the US army was still
segregated, and the 150,000 or so black
GIs stationed in Britain were mainly
employed in construction and logistics
work. So, for a nation with a relatively
small population of black Britons

MAIN: Conscription makes newspaper headlines in
April 1939. By the end of that year, more than 1.5m
men had been conscripted into Britain’s armed forces
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RIGHT: Hitler greets British Prime Minister
Neville Chamberlain at Munich, 1938

Life carried on even amidst the Blitz – these bombed out householders
and their helpers pause their salvage efforts for a morale-boosting sing-song
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Clydeside shipyard workers were
protected from conscription by
virtue of their trade

before World War II, there was probably
somewhere between a ten- and 20-fold
increase in the number of black people
in Britain in the space of just a couple
of years. And that created all sorts of
racial tensions.
Although pre-war Britain was not
necessarily a peaceful place, Britons
weren’t used to witnessing random
attacks on people in the streets. So,
seeing the violent racism that white
soldiers from the American South often
directed towards their black comrades
was a huge shock, and there was
widespread popular outrage.
But at the same time, there was also
a whole set of very well-entrenched
British racial prejudices and fears of
miscegenation, which cut through just
as fiercely. And these prejudices ran at
all levels – from fears in the war office that
the presence of black soldiers in Britain
would be bad for the morale of British
service personnel, to the racial
attitudes shown towards British
women who socialised with black
soldiers in dance halls or pubs.
On a local level, so-called
‘coloured bars’, which
were already informally
operating in Britain,
became much more
strictly operated. There’s
even a set of cases in
the West Country where
pitched battles were fought
between white and black
service personnel.
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Q: How did experiences
differ between England, Wales,
Scotland and Northern Ireland
during this period?

Despite the racial
prejudices of the time,
many British women
did socialise with
African-American GIs

A: In Scotland, England and Wales,
I think the key variables were more about
each country’s relationship to the war
effort than experiences as individual
nations. Locations with big ports, such
as Glasgow, Clydebank, Liverpool and
London, for example, would have had a
fair amount in common in terms of what
it was to be a wartime port, of German
bombing and of large numbers of people
moving through them. And industrial
cities in all three countries would also
have had a degree of commonality in
terms of being targets for German attack.
Of course, there was a gap between all
urban, industrial and rural areas across
Britain in terms of experiences of violence,
the movement of evacuees, and resources,
in particular things like access to fresh food.
The type of industry in any given
area was also an important variable,
specifically a town or
city’s significance to
the war effort and
how protected its
population of male
workers were from
conscription. If you
look at some areas of the
Home Counties, nearly all
the men were called up in one way or

Belfast a year after it was
battered by German bombs, the
Blitz damage clear to see

another. But in the Clydeside area of
Scotland, almost every man who wanted
to be was in a trade that was protected
from conscription, such as shipbuilding
or munitions.
Northern Ireland’s experience of World
War II is distinct for a number of reasons,
not least because conscription was never
introduced there. But it was certainly not
safe from bombing. Belfast in particular
was very seriously bombed in April and
May 1941 and suffered high casualties.
And because the preparations to protect
the local population against aerial attacks
were not as advanced as elsewhere in the
UK, it suffered very badly.

Q: What were attitudes like
towards anyone who
refused to fight?
A: I think it varied. The system for dealing
with those who didn’t want to be
conscripted was much more developed,
and in some ways more humane, than
that which had been seen during World
War I. It was relatively easy for men or
women to claim conscientious objection,
and, just as in World War I, those who
claimed exemption on the grounds of
faith were better treated than those who
claimed exemption for political reasons.
It also depended where in Britain you lived
– the tribunals that decided on exemption
didn’t operate in the same way across the
UK, and that was partly down to who was
standing in front of them.
Areas with a strong tradition of
nonconformity, for example, were likely
to see more cases of religious objection,
and were more likely to take them
seriously. Similarly, how conscientious
objectors, or men not in uniform, were
treated also depended hugely on where
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The realities of life on the home front can be counted
in bombs, evacuees, vegetables and more
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you lived, because not all cities looked
the same in terms of population and
employment. There is no evidence that
Clydeside shipbuilders or Welsh coal
miners felt any less manly or important
because they weren’t in uniform, for
example. But experiences might have
been different in cities where most men
had joined up and you were the only one
not in uniform. There would have been
conflicting attitudes, so it’s hard to tell.
The other thing that you see over the
course of the war is that the percentage
of men reaching call-up age who claim
conscientious objection goes down.
There was a big call-up of men in 1939,
and particularly in 1940, and many of
those conscripted were older men who
had learnt their politics in the 1920s
and 1930s. Younger men coming of age,
who had grown up with World War II,
were less likely to claim conscientious
objection, probably because they’d not
lived through the great surge of support
for pacifism that had taken place in the
early 1930s.

A couple offer counsel
to those opposed to
conscription outside
the Labour Exchange in
Cardiff – where
youthful militiamen
would have gone
to sign up
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Russian occupation of Eastern Germany.
There were also lots of German
prisoners of war in the UK performing
all sorts of work, particularly agricultural
labour, but also cleaning up the debris of
war. There were even concerns raised by
the unions that prisoner of war labour
was being used to undercut British
workers’ wages, added to the fact that
PoWs were fed to the same standard as
British service personnel, which was
actually better than the British civilian
population at that time.

Q: How anti-Semitic was Britain
at this time and did this change
following the discovery,
and liberation, of the Nazi
concentration camps?
A: I think Britain was an anti-Semitic
place before and during the war – you
can see this in the nationwide antiSemitic riots that followed the murders
of two British servicemen in Palestine,
in 1947.
The idea of the war being a struggle
to save Europe’s Jews wasn’t really there
at all and there was very little sympathy
when news of the camps did arrive,
perhaps, in part, because it had been
the Soviets and not the British who had
discovered them. The lack of attention
paid to the camps can also be attributed
to the fact that the British media and
government had focused more on the
persecution of occupied Europe than
on the persecution of the Jews. This was
partly due to a liberal fear that discussing
the anti-Semitic underpinnings of
Nazism could be seen as giving legitimacy
to it, but it was also about trying to create
a common European experience. d

Q: What did Britain have in
terms of PoW camps and how
did people feel about them?
A: For much of the war, there were no
prisoner of war camps in Britain
– during the early phase of the war there
were just two such camps, in Cumbria
and Lancashire. Most Axis servicemen
captured in the early years of the war
were taken prisoner in North Africa and
should really have been kept there until
they could be repatriated. In fact, both

A German prisoner of war hangs
out his washing at Camp 186
in Colchester; his compatriots
can be seen playing football
in the background
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before and after Italy’s final surrender, in
May 1945, Italian prisoners of war were
brought to the UK and used for labour.
And in some cases, the work they carried
out breached the Geneva Convention,
such as building additional defences
around Scapa Flow.
In general, Italian prisoners were seen
as less threatening than Germans. There
wasn’t really a large number of German
prisoners in the UK until after the
summer of 1944. Their arrival coincided
with a lot of anti-German anger in Britain
– Germany was refusing to surrender,
despite the war being lost, and the rate of
death of British soldiers was rising.
It’s interesting to note how long those
German prisoners stayed in the UK,
though. They were not immediately
repatriated after the war’s end, and
many stayed on until at least 1947. They
were actually a really important part
of the British economy in the period
immediately after the war.
In fact, the immediate post-war period
was one of amazing intermingling, really.
There were British men in uniform in
Germany garrisoning, helping to enforce
law and order and feeding the German
population. Bread rationing was actually
introduced in the UK after the war had
ended because of the amount of grain
and other food support Britain was
having to supply to Germany, including
for those Germans who had fled from the
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SURVIVAL TIPS

10 TIPS

Flowers gave way to fruit
– tomatoes, in this case,
planted in aid of the Dig
for Victory campaign

FOR SURVIVING ON
THE HOME FRONT
With food on ration, resources in high demand and the
minutiae of everyday life under threat, what did
Britons do to stay healthy and sane?

3 DIG FOR VICTORY
The Dig for Victory campaign, which encouraged householders to
grow their own food, was launched in October 1939. Parks, gardens
and even the moat of the Tower of London were turned over to
vegetables. Gardens were seen as household ‘munitions factories’,
supplying the nation in its hour of need.

WORDS: MEGAN WESTLEY

MAIN: Members of the Women’s Voluntary
Service collect salvaged kitchen scraps in
East Barnet, Hertfordshire
INSET: As this poster reminded
Britons, waste food made
welcome pig feed

2 HAVE A FOOD PLAN

TOP TIP
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4 HOLIDAY AT HOME
If you visited a train station during World War II you’d most likely be
confronted with the question: “Is your journey really necessary?” With
overseas travel off the cards, and fuel in short supply, people were
encouraged to make the most of what their local area had to offer.
During summer, the Holidays at Home scheme came into its own,
inspiring events and outdoor entertainment. London’s parks hosted
weekend concerts and fairs, and donkeys were brought to Leeds.
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Britain, with guides showing how
to prolong the life of clothing and
household linen.
Ships importing food were often
attacked, and men died to supply
the kitchen table – throwing away
food, therefore, was seen as an
insult. Instead, leftovers were reused and scraps kept for pig food.
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1 WASTE NOT
Waste was criminal during World
War II – sometimes literally. In 1942,
it became illegal to throw away or
burn paper (the No 48 Paper
Control Order on 4 September
1942 brought paper supply under
the control of the Ministry of
Production). With national supplies
running low, all waste was frowned
upon. Make Do and Mend invaded

TOP TIP

Food rationing is one of the best-known aspects of the
home front. Running from 1940 to 1954, rationing
controlled available food and ensured that everybody
– regardless of income – had their fair share. By the
end of the war rationing had restricted the sale of sugar,
cooking fats, meat, tea, milk, tinned and dried fruits,
eggs, jams, sweets and cheese.

A shopkeeper proudly announces the
availability of his stock. Rationed goods
could be purchased with governmentissued ration books (inset)

A wartime cookery demonstration takes place at a
London store as part of a Free Food Advice Service, 1944

5 LEARN TO COOK
Today, there is an idea that the 1940s housewife was a
domestic goddess. Actually, at the start of the war, many
women didn’t really know how to cook. This presented
a problem: with the introduction of rationing, creative
cookery was essential.
The Ministry of Food’s Kitchen Front campaign
was launched in April 1940, incorporating cookery
demonstrations and radio hints. Advice ranged from
nutrition and recipes, to the best ways to keep glass
splinters out of food during an air raid.

TOP TIP
Not even barbed wire and sentries couldn’t stop these bored Brits from seeking out the sun
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7 STAY OUT OF THE
SUPERMARKET

10 LOVE THY NEIGHBOUR
With a war to fight on the global stage, Britons were urged to beat Hitler
by banding together. Domestic conflicts were dissuaded, and instead
neighbours swapped vegetables and helped install Anderson air raid
shelters – prefabricated from corrugated iron and then buried in gardens.
Many civilians volunteered for work that was hard, dangerous, or far
away from home. The Moral Re-Armament campaign, epitomised in
Daphne du Maurier’s 1942 patriotic book Come Wind, Come Weather,
promoted selflessness and unity in a crisis. d

Today’s world of supermarkets,
offering many choices under one
roof, simply didn’t exist in the
1940s. Instead, people traipsed
from grocer to butcher, baker, and
candlestick maker in search of the
best produce.

6 ENJOY YOUR LEISURE TIME
Though television existed in 1939 it was suspended at the outbreak of war,
along with local radio programming. Instead, one national Home Service
radio station was established, becoming a lifeline for those on the home front
by providing news, household hints, and entertainment. Going to the cinema
was another popular pastime, and between 25 and 30 million cinema tickets
were sold every week in Britain during the war. Lunchtime concerts also
provided a welcome break for civilian workers.

TOP TIP

TOP TIP

Roll up
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work, and keep smiling.
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8 GET IT FOR FREE

Every year, Mother Nature puts on
a wonderful show of edible goods.
With so much food rationed or
unavailable, foraging was a practical
way of supplementing the diet.
The Ministry of Food certainly
thought so, publishing Hedgerow
Harvest guides to help. A popular
recipe was for vitamin C-rich
rosehip syrup, made when oranges
were scarce.

TOP TIP

Blackberries,
elderberries, wild garlic
and
stinging nettles are all
easy
picks. Fruits can be ma
de into
jam to last through the
winter;
wild garlic provides flav
our in
the absence of onions and
garlic,
and stinging nettles are
a good
alternative to spinach.

It was business as usual
for stall holders, even in
the rubble of the Blitz

9 BUY WISELY
Items were bought and kept, rather than thrown away.
One good reason for this is that they were so hard
to come by. Shortages in materials led to the sale of
utility clothing in 1941 and utility furniture in 1943,
all marked with a ‘CC41’ logo. Utility items were
simple and functional, made to meet strict criteria
dictating how much material or timber could be used
in their manufacture.
Today’s world of cheap,
disposable imports goes
against the wartime grain.
When austerity ended,
however, the novelty of
new items becoming
available sparked the
beginning of modern
consumer culture.
MAIN: A catalogue of wartime
utility furniture showing a bedroom
set from c1947
BELOW: A woman browses
a selection of utility suits

MAIN: Even a gas mask – issued to all
Britons for fear of a gas attack – can’t
stop these neighbours chatting
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BELOW: Anderson shelters were
designed to be buried one metre deep
and then topped with earth

MAIN: Plums, apples, blackberries –
they all ended up as jam
RIGHT: Wild garlic became a foraging
fave owing to its pungent flavour
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Megan Westley is the author of Living on the
Home Front (Amberley Publishing, 2013)
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WOMEN AT WAR
children and be the breadwinner.
Historian Daniel Todman explains the
fears society had at the time about the
changing role of women: “For much of
the 20th century, British society was not
very good at coping with young women
having financial independence and being
outside the family home. Some women
were very grateful for the opportunity
to leave home, but others chose to work
in the same factory or office as their
brothers and fathers, because it meant
they could stay at home under the
watchful eye of the family.
“Many feared that if young, single
women left the family home, they
would be seen as being not respectable,
which might then make it harder to
get married. What’s more, they would
potentially be meeting all sorts of men.
The idea of uncontrolled, young, female
sexuality and economic independence,
was incredibly threatening to people at
the time.”

A group of Land Girls demonstrate
how to use a bailing machine

Members of the ATS work
in the gun pit of an
anti-aircraft battery

CRACKING THE CODE
Some women’s wartime
work literally saved lives
As well as working as nurses, in
factories and on farms, there was a
more secretive side to some women’s
wartime experiences. GCHQ, then
known as the Government Code and
Cypher School, employed many women as
codebreakers in its headquarters at Bletchley
Park in Buckinghamshire. Because of the need
for secrecy, most of these women’s families didn’t
know what they did during the war and many of their
stories were not made public until much later. As part of
the Allied codebreaking efforts, these women would intercept
wireless transmissions, index information and – if they had certain
skills like linguistics – undertake codebreaking.
Some of this work saved countless lives, as foreign attacks were
prevented before they could begin. The Roll of Honour for those who
worked at Bletchley shows that 63 per cent of workers were women,
with many recruited through the Civil Service and Women’s Services.

Workers at Bletchley
helped break the
German’s ‘unbreakable’
Enigma device

SNOBBERY IN THE RANKS
A Land Girl shows off
the uniform to prospective
new volunteers

WOMEN AT WAR

With many of Britain’s men away fighting,
women on the home front had to take charge

Women helping with the war effort
was also a minefield in terms of social
hierarchy and class divides, as Todman
explains: “The Women’s Royal Naval
Service (WRENS) and the Women’s
Auxiliary Air Force (WAAF) were generally
seen as being more acceptable, glamorous,
higher-class versions of female service,
while office work was generally deemed
more respectable than working in a
factory. Despite the back-breaking work
they did on farms across Britain, keeping
the nation fed, the Women’s Land Army
(whose members were popularly known
as ‘Land Girls’) – working alongside men,

working
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W

ith millions of British
men away fighting,
it was once more up
to women to take on
the traditionally male
jobs that would keep Britain and the war
effort going.
During World War I, many women had
volunteered to help with the war effort,
but it was clear that this time around,
a more concerted effort was needed.
By early 1941, all women between the
ages of 18 and 60 had to be registered
with the government and could choose
between a selection of jobs, although
they would not be expected to bear
arms. In December of the same year, the
conscription of women was enforced,
and they were given a choice of working
in industry or joining one of the auxiliary
services. Initially just single women
aged 20-30 were conscripted, but by
1943, almost 90 per cent of British single
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initially created for women to take on
clerical duties and some driving. Though
it wasn’t too long before women were
working close to the action, manning
NEW OPPORTUNITIES
anti-aircraft guns – though officially
Women could be found in shipyards,
they couldn’t fire them. Nurses would
be close to the fighting in field
factories, shops and farms, but
there were also specialist
hospitals and some women joined
the Special Operations Executive
wartime occupations that
BEHIND
could be taken on. The Land
(SOE). These operatives were
E
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work: the Women’s Voluntary
Whilst it was deemed
s by pre
tending
to be a
Service (WVS), founded in 1938,
acceptable for single women
nurse.
helped organise the evacuation of
to have a job, once a woman was
millions of children, and provided
married she was expected to stay
assistance to those who had been affected
at home and look after the house and
by bombing raids, providing first aid
children. But with so many husbands
away, attitudes had to change: many
and manning emergency shelters. The
Auxiliary Territorial Service (ATS) was
women had to run the home, take care of
women, and 80 per cent of married
women, were contributing to the war
effort in a essential ways.

ABOVE: Posters such as this one
encouraged women to join services
like the Women’s Land Army
MAIN: A signaller in the Women’s
Royal Naval Service sends a
message using an Aldis lamp

usually away from home – often found
themselves subjected taunts and insults
that reflected general societal uneasiness
about women gaining independence and
living outside the respectability of the
family.”

RETURN TO THE STATUS QUO

Just as there had been in World
War I, there were well-established trade
union concerns that a lesser paid, less
unionised female workforce could
undercut traditional male roles, and
soldiers would return to find themselves
out of a job or facing a cut in pay.
“Part of the way wartime factory
expansion worked was to break down
skilled jobs into multiple processes, so
that it could not be labelled ‘equal work’
to that of men – this was known as
Dilution, and was one justification
for paying women a smaller wage,”
says Todman.
Nevertherless, women were encouraged
to help with the war although it was
made very clear that the roles they were
fulfilling were ‘men’s work’ and that they
would be expected to step aside once the
war was over. Due to the food shortages
that continued after the war, however,
the Women’s Land Army continued until
1950 and the WVS still runs today as the
Royal Voluntary Service.
Despite their vital contributions, when
the war ended and the men returned
home, women, too, were encouraged to
go back home (and back to the kitchen).
By 1951, the number of women in the
workforce had returned to almost
pre-war levels and many sectors still
had a ban on employing married women.

Continues on p40

WOMEN AT WAR

WOMEN AT WORK



The war gave women the opportunity to take
on jobs they might never have imagined doing
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1. A 19-year-old postwoman, Joan Niven, crosses the
river Findhorn near Inverness, Scotland, in 1941, in a box
suspended by cables as part of a 17-mile round journey on
foot 2. London girls bring in the sugar beet harvest on a
Lincolnshire farm in 1940 3. A woman war worker adjusts
the tracks on a tank 4. Members of the Women’s Land Army
shear sheep in Hyde Park, 1940 5. Lance Corporal Adina
Williams of the ATS – a former nurse from British Guiana
(now Guyana) – retreads a tyre, 1942. 6. Women workers
in a munitions factory, c1943 7. Women served as pilots in
the Air Transport Auxiliary, ferrying planes to airfields
8. Women of the Forestry Commission section of the WLA
carry logs in Suffolk 9. The Ford factory recruited women to
work on their production lines 10. Even welding wasn’t off
limits for women during the war d
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ESCAPING THE CITY

EVACUATION

As the clouds of war gathered over Britain,
parents faced an agonising choice
WORDS: EMMA SLATTERY WILLIAMS

A

fter fathers, husbands and
brothers had left Britain to
fight, many families had to
cope with further
separations, when around
three million people (mainly children)
were evacuated from Britain’s towns
and cities to the countryside, away from
the dangers of aerial attacks.
Some had family and friends they
could stay with, but the majority of
those evacuated went through the
official government scheme, a
monumental feat of organisation and
logistics known as Operation Pied Piper.
Evacuation was voluntary, but many
– though certainly not all – families
were persuaded to send their children to
live with strangers, rather than risk them
staying at home.

Even before war was officially declared,
the British government was preparing
to remove children, the vulnerable,
pregnant women and those with young
children out of the cities and towns.
Areas of the country were divided into
those at risk of aerial bombing or an
invasion – such as major cities and
industrial areas like London, Glasgow
and Birmingham – and those areas
deemed low risk such as Wales and
Kent. A mass registration of those to be
evacuated and available accommodation
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across the country was undertaken.
Two days before Britain formally
declared war on Germany, the first wave
of evacuations took place and children
assembled in their schools ready to go.
Over the next three days, 1.5 million
people were transported to safe locations.
But by January 1940, in the absence
of the anticipated aerial attacks, many
parents brought their children back
home, prompting the government to
produce posters urging parents
to leave their children in the relative
safety of the countryside.
After the German invasion of France
in the spring and summer of 1940 and
the beginning of the Blitz that same year,
further rounds of evacuations were
staged. Again, these were voluntary, and
many children remained in their family

homes. Towards the end of the war, in the
summer of 1944, cities and towns in the
east and southeast of England saw another
wave of evacuations. Government offices
and civil servants, including those at the
Admiralty and the Ministry of Food, were
also evacuated to ensure that their vital
war work could continue.
The mammoth task of getting millions
of children to safety needed hundreds
of volunteers. The children were put

PACKING LIST
Parents were given
a list of items they
had to provide for
their evacuee children,
which included:

ABOVE LEFT: For many
evacuated children, the
countryside was an
exciting new place for
them to explore
ABOVE RIGHT: The
Women’s Voluntary
Service (WVS)
provided help in many
forms during WWII –
here they’re seen
giving a children a
cookery lesson

on a train from their local station,
or sometimes a boat – London alone
had more than 1,500 assembly points.
Members of the Women’s Voluntary
Service (WVS) as well as teachers, railway
staff and local officials looked after the
evacuees while they waited to travel,
clutching small suitcases and other
treasured possessions.
Local authorities were responsible
for most of the organising when it came
to determining where the evacuees
would live. ‘Billets’ for evacuees were
determined on the accommodation
available rather than on how suitable its
occupants were to take care of children;
if you were assigned an evacuee, it was
compulsory for you to take them. This left
some children arriving at hosts who were
less than welcoming, and in some cases
left them open to abuse.
Families who housed evacuated

children were paid to do
so, and historian Daniel
Todman highlights the
generosity of the families
who opened their homes
to those in need: “There’s a
positive story to tell here,
which is, in a national
crisis, strangers across
Britain were willing to
open their homes to,
essentially, strangers,
not knowing how how
long it would be for.”
Many evacuees had
lived in urban areas
all of their lives and
some would never have ventured to the
countryside, or seen the sea. Seeing
where their food came from would
have been a new experience for many
children, and while some thrived in the
fresh air and freedom, others found the
unfamiliar surroundings and separation
from their families difficult.As Todman
explains, the popular scene in films
and television of children being picked
in village halls by their new guardians
wasn’t entirely fictional: “There could be
an element of choice involved in where
an evacuee was placed. A farmer, for
example, might want to house older
boys so that they could help on the farm,
while a family with existing children
might want an evacuee of the same sex.”
The disparity between classes was also
present in evacuation and some families
chose not to send their children away
as they were ashamed that they could
not afford to clothe them properly or
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ABOVE: Railway staff help hundreds of children onto trains at Ealing Broadway station on 1 September 1939
RIGHT: The British government produced posters to encourage parents to send their children out of the cities
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TOOTHBRUSH
FOOD FOR
THE JOURNEY

Children provided extra labour to farms – and though boys were preferred for such tasks, even girls were put to work
CHRISTMAS 2020
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IN THEIR OWN WORDS
Six evacuees share their memories of leaving
home for new lives in the countryside
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Name: Betty Cooper
(née Andrews)
Age at evacuation: 11
Evacuated from: London
to Hertfordshire

London to Kent

My first evacuation
was to Folkestone.
We had no knowled
ge or notice that we
’d be
going and were led
to buses while we we
re
at school. We just ha
d
masks and a small our uniforms, gas
suitcase for sweets.
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Evacuation memories compiled
with the help of the British Evacuees
Association: evacuees.org.uk

buy the items listed on the suggested
evacuee packing list. What is also
often less known is that many mothers
accompanied very young children. And
this, too, could create tension.
“Some middle-class families, with
space to take people in, might not have
been happy to share their kitchen with
a woman from the poorest part of the
country”, says Todman, “and workingclass families in the countryside were
often reluctant to house people from
the towns because they viewed them as
being dirty, and not respectable. There
were all these awful condemnations of
working-class women in particular.
“Equally, if you were a woman who
was used to an urban lifestyle, you could
suddenly find yourself somewhere
where you don’t know anybody and be
incredibly lonely. It wasn’t a lifestyle that
was sustainable for most people for a
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I was evacuated twice – the
second time with a friend to
Birkhamsted, just 30 miles
from home. It was awful. Our
host would try to make us
bathe in the dirty water that
she had washed her own child’s
nappies in. Thankfully, I was
able to go home at weekends
and my mother eventually
got us moved.

very long time and that’s why so many
came home.”
The end of the war brought relief to
families who could now be reunited
after so long – but for those children
who had spent the best part of six
years separated from their families, it
was a bittersweet homecoming. Those
who had been very young when they
had left home had only the faintest
recollections of their pre-war lives,
while some children would return to
find their family home destroyed, along
with all their possessions. Some children
returned with new accents and felt
closer to their host families than to their
biological ones.
The primary aim of the operation
had been a success, though, and a
generation of evacuees escaped the
horrific bombings that Britain suffered
during the war. d
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RATIONING

THE MISSION TO

FEED THE NATION

With war interrupting the normal flow of goods to Britain,
the government was forced to introduce one of the most
famous policies of life on the home front – rationing
WORDS: EMMA SLATTERY WILLIAMS

I

n order to keep every soldier’s
stomach full and ensure those
at home didn’t go hungry
during World War II, the British
government introduced a
system of rationing, overseen by the
Ministry of Food.
The war was a major shock to Britain’s
international food economy. Unlike other
countries, Britain never faced the threat
of famine. But the types of foods available
for people to eat changed - more tinned
meat, dried egg, dried milk, tinned and
dried fruit, flour, less fresh meat, fresh
fruit and veg and wheat, for example.
The government had to step in to make
sure that what was available was
properly and fairly shared.
Rationing was sold to the
public as a patriotic duty and
a way of playing a part in
Britain’s defence – the
argument being that the
armed forces needed to
be fed properly, as did
those on the home front
doing essential work
on farms, in factories
and the like.

This small tray is what one
week’s worth of rations –
sugar, tea, butter, bacon, lard
and margarine, plus a lonely
egg – looked like in 1942

COSTS SPIRAL

The British government
was also mindful of the
decisions made in World
War I, when rationing had
been a preventive rather than
reactionary measure. “War generates
an inflationary spiral,” explains
historian Daniel Todman. “The
government puts more money into
the armaments industries and extracts
resources from the consumer economy,
because many more people are going to
be employed by 1941 that hadn’t been
employed in 1938.
“So a lot more money is going around.
And alot more money chasing fewer
goods means that if you don’t control

Lord Woolton, Minister
of Food – who would
soon have a hearty pie
named after him –
serves young diners at
a mobile field kitchen

those goods, they go up in price. If the
goods go up in price, then wages will
have to go up too. If wages go up, war gets
very expensive.”
Food rationing didn’t come into force
in Britain until January 1940, and initially
only for sugar, butter, bacon and ham.
But by July 1942, it had been extended
to cheese, soap, meat, tea, chocolate and
sweets, as well as margarine and canned
and processed foods.
Every person within a household

had a ration card issued to them, which
was registered with local shops by law.
The coupons inside were used, with
money, to purchase food. Each shop
was then given enough stock to feed
the households who had registered
with them.
A typical adult weekly ration in early
1942 included one egg, eight ounces of
sugar, two ounces of tea and butter,
one ounce of cheese and four ounces
of bacon, lard and margarine –
CHRISTMAS 2020
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LEFT: With regular cuts of meat
becoming rarer by the day, less
familiar items began appearing
on dinner tables – including horse

RATIONING

MAIN: Fish was never rationed,
though it was limited by how
much fishermen could bring in

THE BLACK (AND GREY) MARKET
There was only one place to go when you
needed items rationing couldn’t provide...

INSET RIGHT: The ‘midget car’
was a wartime answer to petrol
rationing, capable of doing
80 miles to the gallon

GETTY IMAGES X8

People were encouraged to
give up their aluminium pots
and pans – the metal was
vital to making aircraft parts

although amounts varied throughout
the war. Expectant mothers and children
were given priority when it came to
essentials such as milk and eggs.
In 1942, a points system was brought
in where each household would be
allocated a number of points to be spent
on items such as dried fruit, tinned goods
and cereals. Points were allocated based
on demand and availability. Todman
suggests that the points systems allowed
people to feel there was more freedom
within the rationing system.
“There was a whole network of
complex controls going on to try to make
sure that everybody had access to, not
just to a nutritious diet, but to a degree
of choice as well,” he says. “The points
system was a very clever innovation. It
was one borrowed from Germany and
it gave the illusion of choice; people still
had some freedom to pick how they’d
like to spend their points.”
Shoppers faced long queues outside
their local grocers and butchers often to
discover that what they wanted had sold
out. Housewives had to come up with
inventive ways to make the most out of
limited ingredients, make food last and
make the same meal appeal again and again.
People were encouraged to be frugal and
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although all meat wasn’t rationed until
March 1940, it depended on price rather
than points – cheaper cuts became more
popular than ever before.

NO LEFTOVERS

Rationing created a generation of Britons
who ensured no bit of food went to
waste, and they learnt innovative ways of
making the most out of a meal or cut of
meat. More unusual foods began to make
an appearance in shops, including horse
and whale meat, the latter reportedly
giving off an unpleasant odour while
being cooked.
New recipes were concocted too –
including the famous Lord Woolton Pie,
named in honour of the Minister of Food.
Woolton had advocated the need for food
to still be nutritious under rationing,
and the simple pastry pie which bore his
name was filled with carrots, potatoes,
parsnips and turnips, and was one of
several recommended to the British
public. Another innovation, potato peel

Public places were
given over to vegetable
growing – this
allotment is in
London’s Hyde Park

pie, ensured that even scraps of potato
skin were eaten.
Fresh vegetables and fresh fruit were
not rationed at any point, but this didn’t
mean they were easy to come by as most
had previously been imported from
overseas. The ‘Dig for Victory’ campaign
was launched, encouraging people to
grow their own vegetables and prompting
a rise in allotments across the country.
Public parks were also used for growing

food and raising chickens and pigs was
also encouraged. Agriculture changed
across the country as well – swathes
of grassland were ploughed up as the
growing of wheat and potatoes doubled.
Those who lived in the countryside were
better off: they had greater access to
goods such as eggs and milk, and could
also hunt and poach wildlife.
The Ministry of Food did much to
encourage innovation in cooking and
ensure people made the most of their
rations. Between March 1942 and
November 1946, more than 200 short
'Food Flash' films, issued by the Ministry
of Food, were shown to an estimated 20
million people across British cinemas.
Content ranged from instructions on
how to bone a herring, how to measure
ingredients properly, cooking with dried
eggs and tips to keep milk fresh.
Food was not the only commodity to
be rationed: fuel was limited in 1939,
as was soap in 1942. Certain household
items that included rubber and metals
were controlled too, so that raw
materials could be diverted into military
manufacturing. This meant secondhand
sales became vital for securing some
everyday objects, such as pots and
pans. Clothing was also rationed, and
could only be purchased with coupons.
Many Brits became nifty with a needle
following the Make Do and Mend
campaign (see page 45), encouraging the
public to repair worn garments.

HELPING THOSE IN NEED

Restaurants were initially immune
from rationing, so if you were lucky

A shopper uses her ration book to
buy clothes in June 1941
enough to be able to afford to dine
out, you could eat what you liked on
top of your ration allowance. However,
by 1942, restrictions had been levied
on restaurants, too, limiting how
much meat and how many courses
could be served. This move saw
the establishment of governmentfunded ‘British Restaurants’
– industrial-style 'canteens' run
by volunteers, which provided
affordable, but not necessarily
appetising, off-ration food for
workers and those who had
lost their homes or had no access
to a kitchen.
Shortages of food and fuel
would continue for some time
after the war, and it wasn’t until
1954 that rationing ended, with
meat being the last food to be
de-rationed. In comparison,
rationing in the US had mostly
ended by 1945, with only sugar
being subject to restrictions,
until 1947. d

To get around rationing and get your hands on food
without using coupons, you had resort to the black
market, which manifested in many forms. Some
shopkeepers kept items behind in a secret supply
– being on friendly terms with your local butcher
could work in your favour, with an extra offcut of
meat here and there. Petty criminals would deal
desired luxuries and hard-to-get-hold-of food using
questionable means, as well as forging ration books
and coupons. It was a profitable industry, and the
maximum jail sentence of five years did little to
deter black market dealers. By spring 1941, around
2,300 people had been prosecuted for fraud
and dishonesty.
Historian Daniel Todman distinguishes between
the criminals who made money from illegal trading
and what he calls the 'grey market' – those who
were technically breaking the law but not making
a profit. Swapping coupons with a neighbour,
for example, would have been seen as socially
acceptable by some – it just life made a bit easier
and benefitted both parties. Todman also notes
that the black market never became serious enough
to threaten Britain’s economy. Compared to the
black markets operating in other countries, such as
France, during the war, Britain’s was a pretty smallscale operation. The majority of the British public
understood the need for rationing and followed the
rules and as an island, the government could keep
better control of what was entering the country.
Many found loopholes to cheat the system. The
production of toiletries and cosmetics decreased
in order to divert labour and materials to items
vital to the war effort, and these items were strictly
regulated. In 1943, following a ban on the production
of nail varnish, a product called Laddastop entered
shops. Made of solvent-based substances it was
marketed as a method to stop laddering in silk
stockings. Coincidentally, it was coloured pink and
came in a small bottle with an applicator brush –
perfect for creating pretty nails! Solvents sold in
small bottles were eventually banned.

Loose clothing coupo
ns
weren’t accepted:
they had be presented
in a ration book

MAKE DO AND MEND

MAKE DO AND MEND
Rationing affected clothing as well as
food – but the British public soon came
up with nifty ideas to stay stylish
WORDS: EMMA SLATTERY WILLIAMS
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W

hen clothes rationing
came into force in
Britain in June 1941,
it was something of
a shock. With fabric
prioritised for military uniforms and
the output of many clothing factories
redirected for the war effort, a ‘Make Do
and Mend’ campaign was launched to
encourage people to repair and upcycle
their existing clothing.
Everyone was encouraged to learn
basic sewing skills and many women
became skilled seamstresses, reknitting
jumpers and using old and unwanted
garments to create brand-new outfits.
Adults were initially given an
allocation of 66 points for new clothing –
to last one year – with new mothers and
babies eligible for extra coupons, but this
soon reduced.
Between 1 September 1945 and
30 April 1946, adults received just
24 coupons. With 11 coupons needed for
a dress and eight required for a man’s
shirt or a pair of trousers, the allowance
didn’t stretch far.

ed
Displays like this demonstrat
how easily clothes could be
transformed into new outfits

FIT FOR A PRINCESS

In solidarity, the future Elizabeth II –
who married Prince Philip Mountbatten
in 1947 – used rationing coupons to
purchase the material for her wedding
dress. Hundreds of people across Britain
sent the Princess their own coupons to
help, but these were all returned as it
would have been illegal to use them.
A ‘Make Do and Mend’ pamphlet
was issued by the British Ministry
of Information to help housewives
learn how to be economical during
the tough times – and also offered
tips on how families could stay
stylish. Men’s clothing could be

UTILITY CLOTHING
A government clothing range ensured
quality during austerity

is,
A stylish Utility suit (right)
measured up against its
pricier counterpart
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In 1942, in response to the shortage and rationing
of clothing, the British government introduced
a scheme to manufacture quality and affordable
civilian clothing efficiently, while limiting the use of
materials. Austerity measures were placed on the
outfits – some of which were unpopular, such as a
ban on men’s trouser turn-ups and a reduction in
the number of pockets allowed. Leading fashion
designers, including Norman Hartnell, created
stylish and attractive outfits that would appeal
to consumers, while celebrities such as actress
Deborah Kerr endorsed the new clothing range.
After initial doubts, the Utility range proved very
popular and was later extended to furniture.

ABOVE: ‘Make
Do and Mend’ was
a way of helping the
war effort
MAIN: Many women
improved their sewing skills as
they fashioned clothes out of
anything they could find
LEFT: This wedding dress is one
of many made from parachute silk

transformed into women’s and vice versa
while patches could be used to cover up
holes in well-worn outfits. Among the
new wartime styles were dresses made out
of blankets and blackout curtains.

WASTE NOT

Towards the end of the war, ‘escape
maps’ handed to aircrew were sold
and used as an alternative to silk, with
dressing gowns and even underwear
made out of European maps.
The Women’s Voluntary Service
(WVS) set up clothing exchanges where
parents could swap outgrown children’s
clothes. Some women even raided
their husband’s wardrobe – if he were
away fighting – and trousers on women
became a more common sight.
Clothes rationing didn’t end until
1949, although the Utility scheme
would continue for three more years.
Once the restrictions were lifted, many
were desperate to embrace new fashion
ideas. French fashion designer Christian
Dior unveiled his ‘New Look’ in 1947,
featuring swathes of fabric. But the
wartime trend of wearing less formal
and simpler styles also continued. The
department store also thrived thanks to
developments in mass production seen
during wartime. d

WARTIME CHRISTMAS

CHRISTMAS

Air raid wardens spread
some festive cheer by
decorating a shelter, 1940

ON THE
HOME FRONT

As the bombs rained down on Britain,
the season of goodwill still went on,
albeit very differently
WORDS: EMMA SLATTERY WILLIAMS
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1940, the tea ration was doubled and the
sugar allowance increased to 12 ounces.
Homemade or renovated gifts were a
necessity for most – toys, if they could be
found, were expensive and many families
were facing financial hardship. In 1941,
the use of paper for anything other than
to wrap food and for deliveries was
prohibited, so old newspaper was used

CHRISTMAS DURING THE BLITZ
The German bombing campaign of 1940
and 1941 put a dampener on Christmas

Being in an
air raid shelter
didn’t mean you
couldn’t celebrate

The Christmas of 1939 wasn’t much different to
previous years in terms of celebrations, although for
most people, the absence of family members marked
the traditional get-together. But the Christmas of
1940 was a different story. After 57 consecutive
nights of bombing raids between September and
November 1940, there was a small respite on
Christmas and Boxing Day but, by 29 December,
many families were rushing for the safety of air raid
shelters once more. Rationing meant Christmas
dinners looked, and tasted, very different, while the
blackout put an end to festive lights on the streets.
And as fuel rationing and travel restrictions began
to bite, family celebrations were local affairs.

These Liverpool school children
are enjoying their Christmas
party in an air raid shelter, 1941

as substitute wrapping paper. Greetings
cards were printed on small, flimsy
pieces of paper, and were often reused
in the following years. But cards were an
important way of keeping in touch with
those away fighting, or with evacuated
children. There was also the YMCA gift
scheme, which allowed those serving
overseas to choose gifts to send back to
their families. American GIs stationed in
Britain had the opportunity to spend the
holiday season with a British family – in
return they would often bring lavish gifts.
For those who had lost their homes
and belongings in bombing raids,
Christmas was a particularly difficult
time. Communities would help each
other and canteens provided shelter
and food for people in need. After
food and gifts, families gathered
around the wireless to hear words
of comfort and cheer from their
monarch, George VI. d
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s fighting raged across
Europe, families on the
home front still tried to
bring a sense of normality
to the festive season,
although some traditions had to be
adapted to account for the threat of
bombing raids, goods shortages, and the
reality of spending the holidays apart
from loved ones.
The familiar fare that would normally
grace the dining table at Christmas was
hard to come by. Some families saved up
their rationing coupons so they could
afford some extras, but, once rationing
was in place, turkey was not on the
menu. ‘Mock’ food became popular, with
foods such as vegetables and sausagemeat
replacing turkey and other festive
treats; in the week before Christmas in

A GOLDEN AGE OF CRIME

CRIME ON
THE HOME FRONT

RIGHT: Beyond the black market, Bill Hill was a
smuggler and ran protection rackets
BELOW: A Canadian airman offers expensive
black market lighters for sale in central London

From blackouts to blitzed homes, WWII presented a host of
opportunities for the criminally inclined. Here are ten examples of
dodgy dealings and violent deeds that flourished on the home front
WORDS: MARK ELLIS

LOOTING WAS RIFE

GETTY IMAGES X7 ALAMY X1

On one day in November 1940, 20 of the 56 cases
listed for hearing at the Old Bailey concerned
looting offences. The total number of cases for
the four months of the Blitz – to the end of
December – was 4,584. When the Café de Paris
restaurant and nightclub in Piccadilly suffered
a direct hit by the Luftwaffe in 1941, rescuers had

to battle their way through looters who
were allegedly fighting to tear rings and other
jewellery from the dead revellers. There were
many cases in which looters weren’t just
criminals and members of the public: firemen,
wardens and other members of the defence
forces often joined in too.

A man saves a guitar from the wreckage of London’s Café de Paris, in 1941. Looting carried
harsh penalties (as this dire warning suggests, inset), but for some the lure or rich pickings
in the rubble of bombed buildings proved irresistible
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RATIONING
LED TO THEFTS

Some of the most significant and
lucrative black-market activities centred
on the long list of staple products
subject to rationing. Food, petrol and
clothing rationing was administered
through ration books and coupons,
which provided forgers and thieves
with great opportunities. In 1944, some
14,000 newly issued ration books were
stolen in a raid: they were sold for an
estimated profit of £70,000, roughly
equivalent to £3 million today.
Forgery took place on a small and a
large scale but was hard to pin down.
A rare major prosecution
took place in Manchester
in 1943, when 19 men were
accused of involvement
in a wide-ranging racket
of selling forged clothing
coupons. A printing press
in Salford supplied a host
of wholesalers in the north
and south of England with
high quality forgeries. The
going rate for a sheet of
forged coupons on Oxford
Street was £10 – around £400
in today’s money. Rationing
naturally gave rise to a great
deal of corruption among
shopkeepers, farmers and
officials, and many culprits
ended up in court.
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RIGHT: The public were encouraged
to rely on their ration stamps to
‘stamp out’ the black market

PEOPLE ABUSED
THE SYSTEM
The British government set up various
wartime compensation schemes for
the population and some people were
quick to spot an opportunity for abuse.
Cashing in on a scheme that provided
for people who had been bombed out,
one enterprising man in Wandsworth,
London, claimed to have lost his home
19 times in three months, and received
a substantial sum each time. He was
jailed for three years.
Other government initiatives, such as
evacuation, were also open to fraudulent
manipulation. Some country families
were happy to have children billeted
with them, but others weren’t – and
some even esorted to bribery to evade the
responsibility. Basil Seal, one of Evelyn
Waugh’s protagonists in his wartime
novel Put Out The Flags, takes advantage
of his sister’s position as a billeting
officer and makes a nice sum from this
type of corrupt activity, illustrative of
activity at the time.

THE BLACK
MARKET BOOMED

While there was always scope for individual
entrepreneurialism, criminal gangs soon came to
dominate the black market. In London, the main
player was Billy Hill, who grew up in Seven Dials,
which had been a major hub of London crime for
centuries. He was quick to realise the potential of the
war, not only the advantages conferred on the criminal
classes by the blackout, rationing and the Blitz, but
also the obvious benefits of police manpower being
constrained due the loss of officers to the armed forces.
Hill duly took advantage and made a fortune, and was
always grateful to the black market. He said of it in his
memoirs: “It was the most fantastic side of civilian life
in wartime. Make no mistake. It
cost Britain millions of pounds.
I didn’t make use of the black
market, I fed it.”
Hill had many other strings
to his bow. His gang pulled off
a number of jewellery ‘smash
and grabs’ early in the war, some
staged spectacularly in London’s
West End. These crimes were
easier to pull off with Blitz chaos
all around combined with a
weakened and heavily stretched
police force.
Rationing did not end until
1954, so the black market
thrived for a few more years
after German capitulation
in 1945.

CRIMINALS BECAME HEROES
Not all criminals concentrated exclusively on feathering their own
nests: there were also some criminal ‘heroes’. Some allowed their
patriotic instincts to surface and supported the war effort. Perhaps
the best known of these was the ace burglar and robber, Eddie
Chapman, who was recruited by MI5 and became a British
double agent.
Known as ‘Agent Zigzag’, he was spectacularly successful at
duping the Germans, who famously valued him so highly that
they awarded him the Iron Cross. Returning from overseas service
in 1944, Chapman was pardoned for his
previous crimes and awarded a
substantial payment. He was quick
to return to his criminal ways, but
avoided jail and eventually retired in
some comfort.
Some years ago, ‘Mad’ Frankie
Fraser, a gangster who became
something of a TV star in his final years,
told a talk show host regretfully and
seriously that he’d never been able to
forgive the Germans for surrendering.
Many old crooks echoed his sentiment:
they had never had it so good!

ABOVE: A criminal as well as a
double agent, Eddie Chapman’s
questionable approach to the
law led to him being called
‘Agent Zigzag’
LEFT: ‘Mad’ Frankie Fraser was
another gangster who cashed in
on the chaos of war
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A GOLDEN AGE OF CRIME

GANG
ACTIVITY
INCREASED

CONMEN TOOK
ADVANTAGE

BELOW & RIGHT: Gangs were quick to take
advantage of the increase in young men
looking for nightly ‘entertainment’ – leading
to a swell in venereal disease

Corruption was not confined to rationing and the black
market: there were many other wartime activities that offered
scope for the unscrupulous. For example, the massive amount
of civil defence work commissioned was ripe for fraudsters.
In west London, a dodgy contractor conspired for gain
with the Hammersmith clerk of works to falsely certify airraid shelters as sound when they had been shoddily built,
fraudulently expensed and were unfit for purpose. People
died who should have been safe from the bombs and
manslaughter prosecutions followed.
Elsewhere, unscrupulous doctors profited from a popular
scam of providing false military exemption certificates to
shirkers. One London doctor was found guilty of charging a
man £367.10s (around £14,700 today) for his certificate, while
another, Dr William Sutton, would issue such exemptions for
half a crown without even bothering to see the candidate. When
he was finally arrested, Sutton was allegedly found with 700
forged certificates.

In London, there were
Jewish, Maltese and Italian
gangs as well as cockney
outfits. The Maltese Messina
gang controlled the London
vice scene with an iron fist.
Prostitution boomed in the
war in line with the massive
inflow of soldiers, sailors and
airmen. By 1944, there were
more than 1.5 million American
GIs in Britain, while the British
armed forces totalled three
million, many of whom were
based on the home front. Hordes
of servicemen would pour into
London and other British towns
and cities on nightly furloughs
looking for fun. The Messina ran a
huge gang of girls, nicknamed the
‘Piccadilly Commandos’ to satisfy
London demand. The incidence
of sexually transmitted diseases
naturally soared, as did business
for back-street abortionists.

GETTY IMAGES X5, ALAMY X2

SOME WORKERS’
RIGHTS BECAME
ILLEGAL

The year after the Kent strike, miners in the US state
of Pennsylvania did the same – prompting a radio
address from US president Franklin D Roosevelt
urging them not to “gamble with victory”
HISTORYEXTRA.COM

CRIMES WENT
INTERNATIONAL

KILLERS HAD
A FIELD DAY
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Cutting corners on air-raid shelters was a
quick way to increase profits – but one
that came with a devastating human cost

The wartime criminalisation of previously
legitimate activities was another factor
boosting crime figures. Striking, for example,
became illegal under defence regulations
in order to ensure that wartime industrial
output was maintained at the maximum.
Inevitably, this proved problematic.
A 1942 miners’ strike at a Kent colliery led
to the imprisonment of the miners’ leaders
and the threatened imprisonment of the
1,000-man workforce if they didn’t pay
their fines. When nearly all of the miners
refused to pay, the government baulked at
jailing such a huge number of working men
and prevented the court from applying its
sanction. No other strikers were imprisoned
thereafter during the war, although fines
continued to be levied.

With cities and towns plunged into
darkness every night, killers had a
field day. A young airman, Gordon
Cummins, was nicknamed ‘the
Blackout Ripper’ and roamed the
bomb-ravaged streets of London in
search of young women to murder
and mutilate. He killed at least four
women between 1941 and 1942
before he was caught, and became
an early victim of the famous British
hangman Albert Pierrepoint.
Other later victims of Pierrepoint
who began their murderous activities
during World War II included John
Christie, of 10 Rillington Place fame,
and John Haigh, the ‘acid bath
murderer’. The circumstances of the
war assisted both men
in their crimes. Despite
a criminal record,
manpower shortages
helped Christie to
become a part-time
special police constable,
and the associated
veneer of respectability
was very useful to him.
Haigh found the war
a convenient cover for
explaining his first
victim’s disappearance;
his claim that the
man had run away to
avoid conscription to
the army successfully
diverted suspicion.

Unusually, the writ of the wartime
British courts did not extend to all
crimes committed in the country.
Crimes committed by American
military personnel were exempt, as the
US authorities insisted on trying such
cases in their own courts, which were
set up in several locations. The main one
in London was near the US embassy in
Grosvenor Square. This arrangement
caused no real difficulty until some
disturbing statistics became known.
The record showed that many more
black GIs were prosecuted than white
ones and were given much stiffer
sentences if convicted.
One case in particular drew public
attention to this discrimination. Leroy
Henry, a black GI, was convicted of rape,
a capital offence for the Americans,
on apparently flimsy evidence. He was
sentenced to death by the presiding
American colonel. The case led to deep
public unease in the British press and
elsewhere. Some 33,000 people from
Bath, where the alleged rape took
place, signed a petition calling for a
reprieve. The common view was that
Henry’s race was the principal reason
for the conviction. General Eisenhower,
the commander of US forces, had to
intervene; he threw out the verdict as
unsafe and returned Henry to his unit. d
ABOVE: Rillington Place murderer John
Christie hid the bodies of several of his
victims in his home and garden
LEFT: ‘Blackout Ripper’ Gordon
Cummings killed at least four women

GET HOOKED
READ
Mark Ellis’ latest WWII crimefiction novel, A Death in Mayfair, is
published by Headline Accent (2019)
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these were steel and mesh cages that
doubled up as a dining table. For people
who were away from home when an air
raid took place – or for those who didn’t
have their own shelter – there were
communal shelters, established in
railway arches, tunnels and London
Underground stations. Some who lived
in areas subject to repeat bombings made
these communal shelters their homes.
Just before the start of the war
in September 1939, a blackout was
introduced – during the hours of
darkness, all street lighting was turned
off, vehicle headlights could only
show a minimal crack of light, and
paint, blackout curtains and cardboard
were used to stop light escaping from
windows. The idea was that this would
leave the Luftwaffe pilots with few points
of reference, and mask towns and cities.
The Air Raid Wardens Service had been
set up in 1937, as part of preparations for
what seemed like imminent war. Some
200,000 volunteers were recruited to
the service by 1938, many of whom were
deployed as Air Raid Wardens. Duties
included enforcing the blackout and
advising on air raid precautions - during
air raids, wardens were reassuring figures,
responsible for reporting bomb damage,
helping civilians to their nearest shelter
and coordinating emergency services.
Gas masks, too, were an important
part of war preparations. Anticipating a

One of the most feared sounds
on the home front was the wail
of an air raid siren...
WORDS: EMMA SLATTERY WILLIAMS

ABOVE: Bomb damage
in Liverpool following
a raid in 1941
MAIN: An air raid
‘spotter’ watches for
approaching Luftwaffe
aircraft in London
RIGHT: Prime Minister
Winston Churchill
visited the ruins of
Coventry Cathedral in
September 1941
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B

etween September 1940 and
May 1941, Britain endured
eight months of near constant
aerial bombings – a period
known as the ‘Blitz’, from
the German word blitzkrieg (lightning
war). London alone saw 57 consecutive
nights (and many days) of raids, which
killed more than 15,000 people and made
thousands more homeless. It quickly
became apparent that this sustained
bombing was going to be something the
British people had to get used to.
The bombings of the London Blitz
weren’t the first on British soil during
World War II – that dubious record was
made in March 1940, when the first
British civilian casualty was killed in the
Orkney Islands when German bombers
attacked the naval base at Scapa Flow.
In July that year, Wick in Scotland
suffered the first daytime bombing by the
Luftwaffe and the docks in Swansea were
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also targeted throughout that summer.
On the first day of the Blitz –
7 September 1940, a day that became
known as Black Saturday – nearly a
thousand German aircraft launched
a ferocious attack on London, killing
more than 400 people. The city’s most
devastating bombing came on 10-11
May 1941, when 711 tonnes of explosives
rained down on the city, leaving more
than 1,400 civilians dead and many
more injured and homeless.
Though London suffered some of
the war’s worst bombing raids, other
locations suffered greatly. On 14 and
15 November 1940, Coventry suffered

devastating bombing that left a third
of the city’s houses uninhabitable. A
reasonably small city, everyone knew
someone who had been injured or killed.
Most of Britain’s major industrial
cities were targeted between late 1940
and mid 1941. Bombings over two nights
in Clydebank near Glasgow caused the
destruction of many of its overcrowded
tenement homes, while Belfast’s docks
were destroyed and more than 700 killed
during a five-hour raid in April 1941.
Port cities such as Liverpool, Cardiff,
Bristol and Portsmouth were high on the
Luftwaffe’s hitlist – Liverpool suffered the
most damage outside of London, while
on 10-11 January 1941, 140 tons of high
explosive bombs and 40,000 incendiaries
were dropped on the city of Portsmouth.

SEVEN PLACES WHERE
THE BOMBS LANDED
CLYDESIDE

1,100 killed
13-15 March 1941

MERSEYSIDE

1,900 killed

BELFAST

1,000 killed

1-8 May 1941

April-May 1941

The men of the Home Guard were more
adept than their sitcom counterparts
Set up in May 1940 as Britain’s ‘last line of
defence’ against a German invasion, the Home
Members of the House
Guard was a civilian militia mainly made up
of Commons defence
of men who were ineligible for active service
committee watch men
of the Home Guard
due to their age, illness or fitness level. Initially
practice their grenade
called the Local Defence Volunteers, this
throwing, in 1940
people’s army eventually became known as
the Home Guard and, by July 1940, more than
1.5 million men had joined up. Eventually, these
men, whose numbers reached 1.7 million, were manning anti-aircraft guns and carrying
out bomb disposal tasks, and preparing to resist an invasion. Many women got involved in
defence, too, setting up their own units and unofficially assisting the Home Guard in auxiliary
capacities. The privately organised Women’s Home Defence Corps and the Amazon Defence
Corps both undertook rifle training with the Home Guard. Women were officially permitted
to join the Home Guard in 1943, though in strictly non-combatant roles only.

high risk of future gas attacks, gas masks
were first issued in 1938, with more than
44 million distributed by the time war
was declared in September 1939.

THE LUFTWAFFE LETS UP

Although air raids would continue in
Britain throughout the war, the volume
and ferocity seen in 1940-41 reduced as
the Luftwaffe’s attention moved eastwards.
Plus, as Britain’s air defences improved,
the Luftwaffe suffered heavier losses
when attacking Britain. Nevertheless,
thousands of homes and businesses were
destroyed by German aerial attacks, and
an estimated 60,000 civilians lost their
lives – around two-thirds of these during
the months of the Blitz.
The damage caused by the Blitz was
something that many Britons had to live
with for years after the war had ended.
Although the government did provide
compensation for those whose homes
had been bombed, building materials
were in short supply so repairs to houses
could take time, as historian Daniel
Todman explains: “By the end of the war,
there were about a 1.5 million buildings

BELOW LEFT:
Bombed-out families
were often left with
little in the way of
worldly possessions
BELOW: Tube stations
became impromptu air
raid shelters in London

in the UK that were still badly damaged
and not completely repaired. Many
people were living without glass in their
windows, with windows boarded up,
leaks in the roof and so on; people lived
with the legacy of the Blitz for a long
time after it ended.”
The mid-to-late 1930s had seen a boom
in Britain’s economy as unemployment
levels dropped and people began to
aspire for better lives and houses of their
own. The war saw this reversed as people
moved out of their damaged homes to
live with friends and family, and having
to spend money on repairs or rented
accommodation. Many people had gone
backwards, and this would be just one
lasting legacy of the Blitz. “The strain
of war was not always about the fear
of defeat or invasion – for many it was
unwanted living situations that went on
for years and years,” says Todman.

Continues on p56

COVENTRY

568 killed

TAKING COVER

Thousands of people had been
evacuated to the countryside, but for
those left behind there were air raid
shelters. Most famous of these was the
Anderson air raid shelter, made of steel
sheets and designed to be buried in the
garden. Though they could withstand a
100lb bomb landing six feet away, they
were cold, cramped and prone to leaks.
Shelters inside the home were also
introduced. Known as Morrison shelters,

THE REAL DAD’S ARMY

14-15 Nov 1940

CARDIFF

165 killed
2 January 1941

LONDON

SOUTHAMPTON

137 killed

1,436 killed
10-11 May 1941

30 Nov 1940
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TAKING SHELTER



GET HOOKED

If we’ve whetted your appetite for the WWII home front, why not
explore the topic further with our pick of books, films and podcasts
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When the sirens wailed, Britons had just minutes to reach the
safety of an air raid shelter before the bombs rained down

In wartime Britain, aerial attacks were an
ever-present threat, so it was crucial, when
out and about, or at home, to know where
your nearest shelter was. Some 1.5 million
Anderson shelters – which could hold up
to six people and free to those on low
incomes – were distributed in the months
leading up to the outbreak of war, while
some half a million Morrison shelters,
which came in 359 parts, had been issued
by the end of 1941. Communal shelters
such as tube stations were often fitted with
bunks, first aid equipment, chemical toilets
and canteens.

THE BLITZ





BOOKS


PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT

Air raid shelters were also built on
school grounds and children were
often involved in building them. Drills
– both for putting on gas masks
and reaching a shelter – were an
important part of air raid preparations
where every second would count,
and became part of everyday life.

By Prof Daniel Todman
(London, Allen Lane, 2020)

1. A family enters a dug-out shelter in
their garden, 1939 2. Schoolchildren leave
concrete air raid shelters after a drill 3. An
illustration of a simple concrete shelter for
inside the house, 1938 4. A guard on duty
with his individual air raid shelter 5. The
indoor Morrison shelter d

Part Two of Daniel Todman’s
epic history of the Second
World War. Each stage of
the war, from the nadir of
early 1942 to the great series
of victories in 1944–45, is
described both as it was
understood at the time and
in the light of the very latest
historical research.

Designed to be erected on the lowest
floor of the house, the Morrison shelter –
named after the Home Secretary Herbert
Morrison – was made of heavy steel and
provided sleeping space for two or three
people. Plus, when the sides were
removed, it doubled up as a dining table.
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Wartime: Britain
1939-1945

The Secret History
of the Blitz

By Juliet Gardiner
(Headline, 2004)

By Joshua Levine
(Simon & Schuster UK, 2015)

The danger, courage,
deprivation, exhaustion, fear,
humour and, sometimes,
boredom that the population
endured for six years is vividly
brought to life through the
voices of those who lived
through them.

Joshua Levine’s biography
examines the human truth of
the Blitz – a time of extremes
of experience and behaviour.
People were pulling together
and helping strangers, but
they were also breaking rules
and exploiting each other. Life
during wartime, the author
reveals, was complex and
messy and real.

ONLINE AND AUDIO

DINING ON DANGER
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Britain’s War II:
A New World,
1942-1947

E Radio 4 Collections: World War II (BBC Radio 4): For a selection of programmes about World
War II, visit bbc.co.uk/radio4/features/collections/ww2/

ANIMALS AT WAR
Panic led to a mass cull of British pets
Household pets were another casualty of the
war. With no food rations issued for cats or dogs,
a government pamphlet was published in the
summer of 1939 advising pet owners to take
their pets to the safety of the countryside or
have them destroyed.
As many as 750,000 cats and dogs were
euthanised in the space of a week that
autumn, as people panicked about future food
shortages or worried that their
pets would be killed in
bombing attacks.
Some pet owners
did everything they
could to keep their
animals safe,
though, including
purchasing gasproof pet shelters
in case of gas
attacks (right).

E For podcasts, features, quizzes, interviews and more
on the home front, visit the World War II hub on our
website: historyextra.com/period/second-world-war

WATCH

Darkest Hour
(Streaming on Netflix and Amazon Prime)
In May 1940, the fate of WWII hangs on
Winston Churchill, who must decide
whether to negotiate with Hitler, or fight
on knowing it could mean the end of the
British Empire.

Wartime Farm
(BBC Two, now available on DVD)
Historian Ruth Goodman and archaeologists
Alex Langlands and Peter Ginn turn back
the clock to run Manor Farm in Hampshire
exactly as it would have been during
World War II.
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